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(Morimoto, Hatsugai & Aoki, PRL 2009)
● dc QHE  ac (optical) HE ?

dynamics

● Photovoltaic Hall effect

(Oka & Aoki, PRB 2009)                

Circularly-polarised light in B = 0
 breaks time-reversal

(cf. Kane & Mele: spin-orbit)

Dirac pt picked up even in B =0?
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Graphene’s band dispersion
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Group theory;
honeycomb  Dirac cone two massless Dirac points

T-reversal: K ⇔ K’

HK = vF(sx px + sy py)

= vF

HK’ = vF(- sx px + sy py)

= vF -
+

Effective-mass formalism



Chirality in graphene
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k1k2
S sgn (det(∂ gm/∂ kn)) = 0
 vortices and antivortices appear 

in pairs

H = S ck
+gm(k)gmck

 eigenvalues: ±m|g(k)|, m: integer
 degeneracy at g(k)=0.

Honeycomb lattice: 

g =  gx(k)   =   1+cosk1 + cosk2
gy(k)           -sink1 - sink2



K'

Kg(k)



HH  1  0, H

Chiral symmetry

12 ii cc  1 sublattice Ai 

ii cc  1 sublattice Bi 

Unitary operator

Pairs of eigenstates

 :E  :  E

E=0 is special

 ,  Degenerate states     

     E=0 states can be made eigenstates of 

   Nonzero only on A sub-lattice

   Nonzero only on B sub-lattice

Chiral symmetry
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+ B [McClure, PR 104, 666 (1956)]

Massless Dirac eqn for graphene
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(Lomer, Proc Roy Soc 1955)   



● dc QHE  ac (optical) HE ?
(Morimoto, Hatsugai & Aoki, PRL 2009)

B

Today's talk



THz spectroscopy (2DEG)

(Sumikura et al, JJAP 2007
for GaAs/AlGaAs)

Resonance structure at 
the cyclotron energy

Faraday 
rotation 



● Experimental advances (for ordinary 2DEG) 
in THz w

(Sumikura et al, JJAP, 2007; 
Ikebe & Shimano, APL, 2008)

AC Hall effect sxy (w)

● Theory for the optical (ac) Hall conductivity sxy (w)
- ordinary QHE systems

- graphene QHE systems

So far only treated with Drude form
(O'Connell et al, PRB 1982)

*Experiment: Ikebe, Morimoto, Masutomi, Okamoto, Aoki & 
Shimano, in prep)



Effect of localisation
● sxy (w) calculated with exact diagonalisation

for disordered graphene

(Nomura et al, PRL 2008)

● Interest:
Robust plateaus in DC

 How about optical sxy (w)?

Dirac model,
15 l x 15 l ,
9 Landau levels retained, 
5000 configurations



 = 0.2

01

-12

even around cyclotron 
resonances

12

Plateau structure 
retained in the optical regime
(although not quantised)

Optical Hall conductivity for graphene QHE

Morimoto, Hatsugai
& Aoki, PRL 2009



Dirac  honeycomb



f/f0=1/50, s/t = 0.12, g/t = 0.00063, 500000 sites

Anomalously sharp n=0 Landau level

Correlated
(h/a=1.5)

Uncorrelated
(h/a=0)

Honeycomb lattice + 
Bond disorder

(Kawarabayashi, Hatsugai
& Aoki, PRL 2009)

n=1

n=-1

Correlated
random bonds

n=0

Dirac field + Potential disorder
(Nomura et al, PRL 2008)

 preserves chiral symmetry  



sxy (w) for honeycomb lattice

Morimoto, Hatsugai
& Aoki, in prep

Dirac

honeycomb



sxy (w) observable as Faraday rotation

Faraday rotation ~ fine structure constant:

Faraday rotation ∝ optical Hall conductivity

(O`Connell et al, PRB 1982)

Resolution ~ 1 mrad
(Ikebe, Shimano, APL, 2008)
 exp feasible ! 

n0: air, ns: substrate

(Nair et al, Science 2008)

=

plateau

“a seen as a rotation”



resonance 
structure

step 
structure

Contribution from 
extended states 
mimicks the clean lim

Why the plateaus robust even in ac ?
(Aoki & Ando 1980)

Localisation 

transitions mainly between 
extended states

sxy (w) 



Anomalous diffusion

Fractal wf’s  anomalous diffusion (Chalker & Daniell, 1988)

Normally: s e2 N(EF)D0 : Einstein’s relation (D0 : diffusion const)

At criticality:
sxx(q, w) ～ e2 N(EF)D(q/√w): dynamical scaling

D(q/√w) D0 / (q/√w)h

q, w0

q, w0

dynamical critical exponent h = 2 - D(2) ～ 0.38

(Gammel & Brenig, PRB 1996)



60 nm

LL0
-120 -110 -100 -90 -80

LL0↓ LL0↑

(Hashimoto et al, 
PRL 101, 256802 (2008);
animation courtesy
of Katsushi Hashimoto)

Real-space imaging experiments

B = 12 T



Summary (2): Optical Hall conductivity

Future problem

● Dynamical scaling for sxy (w)

● Robust plateau structures in sxy(w)
● a seen as Faraday rotation

--- experimentally feasible



Nonuniform 
Landau levels 
∝ √n

- n  n+1 
excitation

Ordinary QHE systems (2DEG) Graphene QHE system

pumping pumping

(Aoki, APL 1986)
Landau-level  laser

Cyclotron emission in graphene QHE: sxx(w)

Ladder of  
excitations

 Photon emission rate

2DEG: ～ B 2 << graphene: ～ √B



B = 0

DC Hall current

● Photovoltaic Hall effect

(Oka & Aoki, PRB 2009)

Circularly-polarised light in B = 0
 breaks time-reversal 

Today's talk



１．QHE

２．Spin Hall effect in topological insulators

３．Photovoltaic Hall effect

(Kane & Mele, PRL 2005)
Spin-orbit too small in graphene; rather, HgTe systems

(Geim; Kim)

(Oka & Aoki, PRB 2009)

graphene

Hall effects in Dirac systems

Circularly-polarised light
 breaks time-reversal

mass term  spin-orbit



● Experimental feasibility

Floquet formalism for AC 
 nonequilibrium geometric(Aharonov-Anandan) phase

● Th framework (1): 
Kubo-formula for DC transport extended to AC background

● Th framework (2): Keldysh

Flaser

laser

Hall
electrode

B = 0
(Oka & Aoki, 2009)

Photovoltaic DC Hall effect in graphene in a circularly polarised light



wavefront expands like 

time evolution in a honeycomb lattice

K’K

Wave propagation in graphene

B = 0



honeycomb lattice 
+ circularly polarised light (B = 0)

Dynamical mass
--- AC Wannier-Stark effect  gap

Wavefunctions evolve more slowly,

… how about DC transport ?

Wave propagation in a circularly polarised light

B = 0



Why a DC response in an AC field? － Geometric phase

Why does it contribute to Hall effect? 
 extended Kubo formula

ac field  k-point encircles the Dirac points 

 Aharonov-Anandan phase
 Non-adiabatic charge pumping   
 Photovoltaic Hall effect

Geometric phase in nonadiabatic cyclic evolutions
 Berry’s phase in the adiabatic limit

Can Berry`s phase still be defined in non-equilibrium?
--- Yes

Aharonov-Anandan phase (PRL 1987)



Kubo formula

used in Aoki & Ando (1981) for the static QHE

Here, we need to take account of the effect of 
strong AC background
 we can achieve this with the Floquet formalism

W

Kubo formula for electrical conductivity



Floquet theorem 
（temporal analogue of the Bloch theorem)

periodic solution = Floquet stateTime-periodic Hamiltonian

Aharonov-Anandan phase

With the Floquet basis we can extend Kubo formula
(strong AC field + infinitesimal Edc for linear response)

dynamical phase



Floquet states in a Dirac band

-1

Level repulsion  a dynamical mass
(cf. m appears due to SO in Kane-Mele

 dynamical gaps open
=  AC Wannier-Stark ladder

weight of the static (m=0) comp

0  

laser

cf. Syzranov, Fistul and Efetov, PRB (2008)
 photo-current in a pn-junction with linearly polarised light

Flaser, W

k

Floquet quasi-energy

/W3

(Oka & Aoki, 2009)



Photo-voltaic Hall effect in a Dirac band

Aharonov-Anandan  curvature

Peak at the Dirac cone

K

~ dynamical gap

Floquet states (incl. AA phase)

TKNN (Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale, Nijs) exteded to systems in AC
(Oka & Aoki, 2009)



bias

Jlongitudinal

J Hall

Photo-induced DC Hall conduction in an AC field

bias

J x

DC

bias

I-V 
characteristics

Hall

bias

Flaser

photoinduced
DC Hall

longitudinal

laser intensity

laser

(Oka & Aoki, 2009)



Required strength of the laser field:

Eac~ 0.001 t (t = 2.7 eV: hopping energy)



--- within the available intensity

for the laser photon energy

Experimental feasibility



● Pump-probe spectroscopy
experimentally more feasible
(Oka & Aoki, JPS autumn 2009)

pump

probe

All-optical measurement: Kerr rotation 



Summary (3) 

Photovoltaic Hall effect
in B =0



Future problems 

(1) Dirac cones in other / higher-D systems ?
d-wave superconductors

Dispersion of the quasi-particle
in the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian
 edge states



helical symmetry  band sticking
(see, eg, Heine 1960)

Bands stick together
1D (Se, Te)                 2D (graphite)                  3D (diamond)      4D (Creutz,

JHEP2008)

http://phycomp.technion.ac.il/~nika/diamond_ani.html


(2) FQHE in graphene
(Suspended graphene: Du et al; Bolotin et al, Nature 2009)


